New CENTURION Platinum Luxury
Watches
From
Grieb
&
Benzinger
Grieb & Benzinger has just announced their latest creation of
gorgeous, skeleton watches – the CENTURION and CENTURION
IMPERIAL.
The two new luxury watches continue the tradition at Grieb &
Benzinger of creating high quality and beautiful luxury
timepieces.
The CENTURION and CENTURION IMPERIAL platinum models are ideal
for that watch connoisseur who desires an incredible skeleton
watch. Although slightly understated, the luxury watches
convey pure luxury with head turning looks.
The driving force behind the new Grieb & Benzinger luxury
watches comes from its own CEO Georg Bartkowiak. He used the
inspiration of the luxury watch brand’s best selling model –
the Black Tulip – to create stunning platinum versions.
Creating a final watch with an all-black appearance has
produced an incredible look. The understated value of solid
Platinum (PT950) under the watch’s blackened surface is
genius. The craftsmanship of the pure hand-skeletonization
will definitely appeal to fine watch connoisseurs who simply
desire the very best.
What I love about these two new watch designs is how the
luxury watchmaker has brilliantly blended the understated look
along with an unbelievable bezel pavé set that features with
66 red diamonds. These beautiful diamonds come in the
exclusive Princess cut.
The bespoke CENTURION skeleton watch from Grieb & Benzinger

has a blackened manually wound movement and is fully
skeletonized. It has a guilloché design and has been carefully
engraved by hand. The solid, platinum PT950 case is completely
blackened and is 43 mm in diameter. This fine watch features a
black alligator-skin strap and a solid platinum PT950
blackened buckle.

If you are a watch lover and
interested in the new CENTURION and
CENTURION IMPERIAL platinum models
from Grieb & Benzinger, please
contact The Life of Luxury. One of
your specialists can assist with
the buying process. If you like
reading about the best luxury
watches, return to follow this
luxury blog.

